With the increasing popularity of location-based services, we have accumulated a lot of location data on the Web. In this paper, we are interested in answering two popular location-related queries in our daily life: (1) if we want to do something such as sightseeing or dining in a large city like Beijing, where should we go? (2) If we want to visit a place such as the Bird's Nest in Beijing Olympic park, what can we do there? We develop a mobile recommendation system to answer these queries. In our system, we first model the users' location and activity histories as a user-location-activity rating tensor.
Introduction
As mobile devices with positioning functions, such as GPS-phones, become more and more popular, people are now able to find locations more easily. Based on these location data, various location-based services (LBS) are provided on the Web and shown to be quite attractive to users [5] [6] [7] . People can now share on the Web not only their raw GPS coordinates and time stamps, for example, for cycling route exchange, 3 but also rich text such as comments and pictures related to their trip trajectories for social blogging. In Fig. 1 , we show such a location data management service from GeoLife [8] , which allows users to share annotated GPS trajectories on the Web. Consider one example from this figure: after traveling around the Forbidden City in Beijing, a user tries to share some travel experiences on the Web. He then uploads his GPS trajectory of this trip, and also annotates it by attaching some interesting comments 4 (depicted as small pink boxes, each unfolding as a text box) about what he was doing, what he saw or how he felt about the places, and other useful information. Hopefully, such comments bring rich semantics to GPS trajectories and make it easier for mobile users to share their travel experiences. We expect to take such partially annotated GPS location data from many mobile users as input, and extract useful knowledge about the locations and user activities. For example, which locations are popular, and what activities are suitable at some places? Our goal is to utilize crowd wisdom encoded in their location histories to provide useful mobile recommendations. In particular, we are interested in collaborative location and activity recommendations, which are able to give both location recommendations with some activity query and activity recommendation with some location query. Here, "activity" can refer to various human behaviors such as dining, shopping, watching movies/shows, enjoying sports/exercises, tourism, and the like. To accomplish this collaborative recommendation task, we extract location and activity information from the GPS history data for each user and formulate the recommendation problem as a collaborative filtering problem on the user-locationactivity data input. We propose three collaborative filtering (CF) algorithms that rely on collective tensor and/or matrix factorization to address the data sparsity problem in recommendation:
1. A collaborative location and activity filtering (CLAF) algorithm [3] , which merges all the users' data together, and uses a collective matrix factorization model to provide general recommendations. 2. A personalized collaborative location and activity filtering (PCLAF) algorithm [4] , which treats each user differently and uses a collective tensor and matrix factorization to provide personalized recommendations. 3. A ranking-based personalized collaborative location and activity filtering (RPCLAF) algorithm, which formulates each users' pairwise preferences on the locations/activities and uses a ranking-based collective tensor and matrix factorization model to provide personalized recommendations.
We extract some auxiliary information to help the CF tasks. Such information includes the location features from the POI (points of interest) database, the activity-activity correlations from the Web, the user-user similarities from the user demographics database and the user-location preferences from the GPS trajectory data. We show that our algorithms can naturally transfer knowledge from this auxiliary information to help prediction in the target domain where location-activity rating data are sparse for the users. Among our three algorithms, the first two (i.e. CLAF and PCLAF) use square loss as the optimization criteria. Specifically, their models aim to generate user-location-activity rating predictions that are as similar as the ground truth values. Then, they use their predictions to rank the locations/activities for recommendation. Different from these two algorithms, our third algorithm RPCLAF uses ranking loss for optimization and tries to model the user pairwise preferences on the locations/activities. The reason behind is because using ranking loss is essentially more consistent with the ultimate goal of ranking locations/activities for recommendation. Besides, it can also benefit from modeling more information with the same amount of parameters as the PCLAF algorithm. We use stochastic gradient descent to solve the optimization problems in our algorithms, and fill all the missing values of the user-location-activity tensor with reasonable predictions. Based on ranking over the filled location-activity matrix for each user (i.e. some slice of the userlocation-activity tensor), we can provide both location recommendations and activity recommendations. Finally, we evaluate our system using a real-world GPS dataset, which was collected by 119 users over 2.5 years. The number of GPS points is around 4 million and a total distance of over 139,310 kilometers.
Problem statement
From the GPS data, we can extract three entities, i.e. users, locations and activities, denoting that some user visited some place and did something there. We propose to model such user-location-activity relations in a 3-D tensor, with each dimension corresponding to an entity above. In particular, we denote such a tensor as A ∈ R m×n×r , where m is the number of users, n is the number of locations and r is the number of activities. Then an entry a ijk in A denotes the frequency of a user i visiting location j and doing activity k there. When this tensor A is full, for each user, we can easily extract her location-activity matrix as a slice of the tensor and based on the ratings in it to do recommendations. As shown in Fig. 2 , we can see location recommendation for some given activity query as a ranking over the row entry values in some column, and activity recommendation as a ranking over the column entry values in some row.
As we can see above, the recommendation is based on rankings over the complete location-activity matrix. However, in practice, the location-activity matrix for each user can be sparse due to limited number of annotations. Therefore, we may expect to have many missing entries in each user's location-activity matrix as shown in Fig. 3 . Our job is to build some model which can predict a reasonable ranking on these missing entries based on what we have known with the existing entries in the tensor A.
There are several ways to accomplish our job. A general idea is to first predict the values of such missing entries, and then based on the predicted values to give rankings for location and activity recommendation. As each user has limited location-activity ratings, it is natural to consider merging all the users' ratings together in order to get a denser locationactivity matrix. Collaborative filtering can then be used to fill the existing missing entries in the matrix. Our first algorithm CLAF is based on such an intuition. It also exploits the location features and activity correlations as auxiliary information (as discussed later) to further alleviate the data sparsity problem. It relies on a collective matrix factorization model to fulfill the goal of collaborative filtering with the auxiliary information sources. Our CLAF algorithm is shown to work well in practice [3] , but it is limited to provide only general recommendations. In order to provide personalized location and activity recommendations, we propose the second algorithm PCLAF, which directly models the users and employs a user-locationactivity tensor for CF [4] . It also uses the auxiliary location and activity information, together with the user similarities and user-location preferences. Finally, it relies on a collective tensor and matrix factorization model to solve the CF problem. Our third algorithm tries to solve the CF problem from a different perspective. Considering that recommendation task is essentially a ranking problem, the previous two algorithms' trying to first predict the missing values and later rank them for recommendation can be taking an indirect route to solve the problem. Therefore, we can develop a model that directly uses ranking loss as the objective function, and only focuses on finding the users' pairwise preferences among locations/activities. Our newly proposed RPCLAF algorithm offers such a model. It uses ranking-based collective tensor and matrix factorization to incorporate the auxiliary information, and is shown to be better in ranking performance since its objective function is more consistent with ranking.
In general, there are two main categories of CF techniques. One is memory-based, using the rating data to measure the similarity between the interested matrix entities [9] . Then, these similarity values are employed to produce a prediction with a weighted average of the existing ratings. The other is model-based, relying on matrix factorization to uncover latent factors that explain observed ratings. Then, the latent factors are used to reconstruct the incomplete matrix and thus produce the rating predictions [10] . All of our three CF algorithms are model-based.
Overview of our system
In this section, we first clarify some terms used in this paper. Then, we discuss the application scenarios and the architecture of our system.
Preliminary
First, we clarify some terms, including GPS trajectory (Traj), stay point (s) and stay region (r).
Definition 1 (GPS trajectory)
. A user's trajectory Traj is a sequence of time-stamped points:
with t i as a timestamp (t i < t i+1 ), and (x i , y i ) as the two-dimension coordinates [11] .
In the right part of Fig. 4 , we show a trajectory consisted of 7 GPS points. 
Definition 2 (Stay point
respectively stands for the average x and y coordinates of the collection P ; s.t a = p m .t m is the user's arriving time on s and s.t l = p n .t n represents the user's leaving time [11] .
Compared with raw GPS points, stay points are more meaningful in representing the locations a user stays by capturing the time duration and vicinity information, and they are commonly used as the basic units in representing the GPS data [11, 12] . However, in practice, when we consider many GPS trajectories together, we may find that some stay points refer to the same interested region. This is because the users can stay in different parts (e.g. the west and east wings) of an interested region (e.g. Bird's Nest stadium). In the recommendation, we focus on a whole region of interest such as the Bird's Nest rather than its two wings, so we need to further extract some geographical regions by clustering the nearby stay points. We call these stay regions.
Definition 3 (Stay region (location))
. Given all the stay points extracted from the GPS data as S = {s 1 stand for the average x and y coordinates of the collection S. In this work, stay regions are used as the basic units for location recommendation, i.e. when we recommend locations, in fact we recommend stay regions.
We instantiate Alg as a grid-based clustering algorithm in [3] . The basic idea is to divide the map into grids, and employ a greedy algorithm to iteratively assign the grid with maximal number of stay points and its neighboring grids into the same cluster. Notice that we do not directly extract stay regions by clustering the raw GPS points from all the trajectories. This is because we may lose sequential information by mixing the raw GPS points from different trajectories together, and thus it is hard to detect any meaningful stays. Interested readers may refer to our previous work [3] for more details. Compared with previous clustering algorithms such as the classic k-means algorithm and the density-based OPTICS clustering algorithm [13] that do not constrain the output cluster sizes, our grid-based clustering algorithm can make sure that the recommended locations are not be too large in size for users to find the destinations. However, we do not argue that the stay regions found by our grid-based clustering algorithm are definitely better than those found by some other clustering algorithms in terms of some other metrics like cluster coherence or density awareness.
Application scenarios and architecture
The work reported in this paper is an important component of our GeoLife project, whose prototype has been internally accessible within Microsoft since Oct. 2007. So far, we have had 119 individuals using this system. Fig. 5 shows our system's user interface. It's organized as a Website (similar to a search engine) so that both PCs and hand-held devices can access it. To use our system, a user can choose to log in the system to get personalized recommendations or stay non-login to get general recommendations. Then, for activity recommendation, the user can input a location, such as "Bird's Nest", as a location query; then, our system can show the queried location on the map and suggest a ranking list of activities (top five here). The user can provide some feedback about the results by giving some ratings. For location recommendation, the user can input an activity, such as "tourism and amusement", as an activity query; then our system can suggest a ranking list of candidate locations (top ten here) and display them on the map, so that the user can zoom in on the map and get more details (e.g. transportation). The user can also view the location candidates ranked lower than ten to get more recommendations. Similarly, the user can also provide feedbacks on location recommendation.
For system architecture, in the back-end, our recommendation system consists several parts. First, it takes raw GPS data as input and processes them to get the meaningful stay regions as interested locations for recommendation. Second, it takes the user comments as input to extract the useful activity information for each interested location. Third, it extracts the auxiliary knowledge such as user similarities, location features and activity correlations. Fourth, it trains a recommender based on some collaborative filtering algorithm we provided. In the front-end, our system provides some interface so that the users can access the recommender through internet using laptops/PCs or PDAs/smart-phones, and submit the query (i.e. activity or location names). Then, our system returns a ranking list of locations or activities given the activity or location query.
Data modeling
In this section, we introduce how to model the location-activity data for training the recommender. We also introduce how to extract auxiliary information such as location-features, activity correlations, user similarities and user-location preferences for additional inputs.
Activity information extraction
We rely on the user-generated text comments to get the user-location-activity tensor. Based on stay region extraction, we can get a set of stay regions. For each stay region sr i in the stay region set R = {sr i , 1 i |R|}, we can first extract the comments from the GPS data attached to this stay region. Consider an example shown in Fig. 6 . A user visited the Forbidden City, where he attached some comment on the GPS trajectory on the map, saying that "We took a tour bus to look around along the forbidden city moat . . . ". From the GPS coordinates, we can figure out the stay region as "Forbidden City". Then, from the comment content, we can infer that the user was pursuing "Tourism". One such comment gives a rating of "1" to the location-activity pair of "Forbidden City", "Tourism" . By parsing all the comments, we can count various activities on each stay region (location) for each user. Let us denote an r-dimensional count vector a
jk is the number of times when activity k was performed at a location j by user i. Therefore, the user-location-activity tensor A has its entries defined as:
For an entry of A ijk = 0, it means that we do not observe any comment from the data indicating that user i performed activity k at location j. We treat these zero entries as missing values, in the sense that the user may still be interested in doing that activity at that location though we have not observed any indication so far.
Note that, in this study, we use human labelers to parse the user-generated comments to get the activity labels. But in general, as the user comments are basically text, one can use text classification to automatically detect the activities. For example, Nigam et al. provide an approach to use both labeled and unlabeled text data for classification, [14] . Therefore, the human labeling cost can be greatly reduced and the activity extraction becomes more scalable. We leave this as our future work.
Location-feature extraction
We use the POI category database to get the statistics (counts) of different POIs in an interested region. In particular, given a stay region sr i ∈ R, we count the number of different POIs in an enclosing rectangle of the stay points in sr i , with the coordinates as [sr
. Here, d s is the size parameter and it is set as 500 meters in this paper. Interested readers are referred to our previous work [3] for more experimental details on this parameter. Therefore, the size of the enclosing rectangle is d × d. Denote the count vector for a location j as c j = [c j1 , c j2 , . . . , c jp ] for p types of POIs. Consider that some types of POIs (e.g. restaurants) are more popular than others (e.g. movie theaters), we follow information retrieval to further normalize these counts in the form of term-frequency inversed-document-frequency (TF-IDF) [15] to obtain a location-feature matrix C ∈ R n×p :
where |{c j }| is the number of all the count vectors (i.e. number of locations), and |{c j : c jl > 0}| is the number of count vectors (i.e. locations) having non-zero l-th type POIs. In this way, we increase the weights for those important POIs that are fewer but unique (e.g. movie theaters), and decrease the weights for those extensively distributed POIs (e.g. restaurants).
Activity-activity correlation extraction
Knowing the correlation between activities can help us to better infer what the users may do in some location based on the observation of the activities performed before. One possible way to get such correlation information is to calculate it directly from the GPS data; but due to the limited number of comments, we may not get reliable results. Fortunately, such activity correlations are usually common sense and possibly reflected on the World Wide Web. To facilitate such common sense mining, we turn to Web search for help [16] . In particular, for each pair of activities, we put their names together as a query and submit it to some commercial search engine to get the Webpage hit counts. For example, given activities "food and drink" and "shopping", we generate a query "food and drink, and shopping" and send it to Bing. Bing then returns a list of Webpages that describe these two activities together, and as expected, the number of such returned Webpages implies the correlation between them. In general, we find the hit count for "food and drink, shopping" (48.5 million 5 ) is higher than that for "food and drink, and sports and exercises" (39.4 million), showing that the correlations of "food and drink" with "shopping" is higher than with "sports and exercise", coinciding with common sense. Based on such a method, we then have an activity-activity matrix D ∈ R r×r , with each entry defined as
where h ij is the hit count for activity i and activity j based on some search engine. In this paper, we employ a simple normalization strategy by dividing each hit count value with h * , where h * = arg max h ij , ∀i, j is the maximal hit count among all the hit counts for each pair of activities.
More information about user
In addition to the activity and location information we have extracted above, we also have the user-user matrix B ∈ R m×m which encodes the user-user similarities. In this study, we use the demographic information such as age, gender and job of each user to form a feature vector; and then, we measures the cosine similarities between each pair of users based on their demographic feature vectors. There can be some other ways to get such user-user similarities, such as using online social network services or relying on some questionnaires of each user's friend network. But we do not exploit them here and leave them for future study. In general, we aim to use such similarity information to uncover the like-minded users in CF. Optionally, we can also extract a matrix E ∈ R m×n from the GPS data to formulate the user-location preferences. This matrix could be helpful to model the case when we only know a user visited some place but have no idea what she was doing there.
Mobile recommendations
Our goal is to predict a reasonable ranking on the missing entries of user-location-activity tensor A. In addition to the existing entries in the tensor, we also have some additional inputs such as location features, activity correlations and useruser similarities that can help prediction. In the following, we propose three collaborative filtering algorithms to achieve our goal.
Collaborative location and activity filtering
As each user has limited location-activity ratings, one possible solution is to merge all the users' ratings together in order to get a denser location-activity matrix. In particular, we can consider to compress the 3-D user-location-activity tensor into a 2-D location-activity matrix. As shown in Fig. 7 , we obtain a location-activity matrix A ∈ R n×r by having
. . ,n; j = 1, . . . , r. Such a matrix aggregates the ratings of all the users. Therefore, from the matrix,
we can know what people usually do when they visit some place. We can use this knowledge to guide our recommendation.
Though the matrix A is already denser than the tensor A, it still has many missing entries. Consequently, our job becomes filling the missing entries in A. For a missing entry A ij , we use collaborative filtering to predict its value. In general, if we know that one location i is suitable for doing some activity j (such as "Shopping"), and another location i is similar to location i, we may infer that location i is also suitable for doing activity j. Such an intuition can be captured by decomposing
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Fig. 7.
Compress the user-location-activity tensor to a location-activity matrix. where x i ∈ R n×d is the latent factor for location i and y j ∈ R r×d is the latent factor for activity j. Here, d is the latent factor dimension. The location latent factors characterize the properties of locations, and thus for similar locations i and i , their latent factors x i and x i are similar. As a result, if location i is suitable for activity j (i.e. A ij is big), then we can predict that location i is also suitable for activity j (i.e. A i j is also big), given the same activity latent factor y j . We can find these latent factors x i and y j for each location i and activity j, based on the existing entries in the matrix A. Specifically, we may try to minimize the following objective function in order to get x i and y j :
where the loss term is computed on the existing entry set D A for matrix A. In addition, we can also use location features and activity correlations to help the this optimization. For example, using the location features, we can have the prior knowledge of whether a location is similar to another location based on their feature values. Using the activity-activity correlations, we can know how likely the occurrence of one activity may imply the occurrence of another activity. One example is that, many people choose to have food and drink in the shopping mall as usually there are many restaurants and bars in/near the shopping mall. Therefore, if we observe a location is suitable for activity "shopping", it can also suitable for activity "food and drink". This information gives us some prior knowledge about the activity latent factors, and thus can help the matrix factorization of A. As shown in Fig. 8 , we then aim to factorize the target location-activity matrix A, the additional location-feature matrix C and the activity-activity correlation matrix together. Formally, we propose to employ collective matrix factorization [17] for developing a collaborative location and activity filtering model, and the objective function is:
where · F denotes the Frobenius norm. β i 0, ∀i are parameters to manually tune. In the above objective function, we aim to propagate the information among the matrices A, C and D, by requiring them to share some latent factors
p×d . The first two terms in the objective function measure the loss in matrix factorization on A and C . The third term forces the learned latent activity factors y i and y j to be more similar if activity i and activity j have higher correlation (i.e. D ij is bigger). The last term controls the regularization over the factorized matrices so as to prevent overfitting. In general, this objective function is not jointly convex to all the variables X , Y and Z , and we cannot get closed-form solutions for minimizing the objective function. Therefore, we turn to some numerical method such as stochastic gradient descent to get the local optimal solutions. Specifically, we obtain the gradients for each variable in Table 1 .
Finally, we use gradient descent to iteratively minimize the objective function, and the details are given in Algorithm 1. In each iteration, the algorithm first randomly samples one existing entry (i, j) in the matrix A by an operation bootstrap.
Then, it updates the latent factor variables x i and y j . It also updates all the latent factor variables z k 's. After having the converged X and Y , we can predict the missing values in matrix A. Based on the predictions, we can provide both location and activity recommendations. Note that, this algorithm is focused on general recommendation, so that the system gives same recommendation results to different users. 
Algorithm 1
The CLAF algorithm 1: Randomly initialize the parameters X, Y and Z ; 2: repeat 3:
// random sampling with replacement 5:
; // according to Table 1 6:
// according to Table 1 7:
// according to Table 1 8: end for 9: until convergence Fig. 9 . Model demonstration for our PCLAF algorithm.
Personalized collaborative location and activity filtering
One limitation of our CLAF algorithm is that it cannot provide personalization to each user in recommendation. Therefore, we propose a PCLAF algorithm to address this problem [4] . Specifically, we directly model the user-location-activity tensor A under the factorization framework, and try to use as much additional information as possible to help alleviate the data sparsity issue. The model illustration for our PCLAF algorithm is given in Fig. 9 . Our goal here is to fill the missing entries in tensor A. In addition to the location features and activity correlations that we have used in our CLAF algorithm, we introduce more information for the users since we now directly model each user in collaborative filtering. In particular, we utilize the matrix B ∈ R m×m which encodes the user-user similarities. We aim to use this similarity information to uncover the like-minded users in CF. We also have another matrix E ∈ R m×n from the GPS data to model the user-location visiting preferences. It can be useful to formulate the user preferences on each location. Note that, there have been some studies on exploiting collective matrix factorization [17] , or modeling the multi-dimensional (tensor) data with memory-based CF [18] , or single tensor factorization [1, 2] , but few of them consider handling collective tensor and matrix factorization together.
To fill missing entries in the tensor A, we follow the model-based methods [10, 17] to decompose the tensor A w.r.t. each tensor entity (i.e. users, locations and activities). In factorization, we force the latent factors to be shared with the additional matrices so as to utilize their information. After such latent factors are obtained, we can reconstruct the tensor by filling all the missing entries. In our model, we propose a PARAFAC-style tensor factorization [2] framework to integrate the tensor with the additional matrices for regularized factorization. Specifically, our objective function is 
Algorithm 2
The PCLAF algorithm 1: Randomly initialize the parameters X , Y , Z and V ; 2: repeat 3:
; // random sampling with replacement 5:
; // according to Table 2 6:
Update y j ← y j − γ ∂L ∂y j ; // according to Table 2 7: Table 2 8:
// according to Table 2 9:
where X ∈ R m×d , Y ∈ R n×d , Z ∈ R r×d and V ∈ R p×d are the matrix forms of latent factors for user, location, activity and location features, respectively. λ 1 -λ 5 are model parameters; and when λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 3 = λ 4 = 0, our model degenerates to the standard PARAFAC tensor decomposition. This shows that our model is more flexible to utilize other information about the targeted entities. In the above objective function, the first term decomposes the user-location-activity tensor A as an outer-product of three latent factors w.r.t. each entity. The second term poses a regularization term on the users, forcing the latent factors of two users to be as close as possible if they are similar according to matrix B. The third term borrows the similar idea with collective matrix factorization [17] , by sharing the location latent factor Y with the tensor factorization. The fourth term is a regularization term similar to the second term, forcing the latent factors of two activities to be as close as possible w.r.t. their correlations. The fifth term shares the user latent factor X and location latent factor Y with the tensor factorization. The last term is a regularization term in order to prevent overfitting. In general, there is no closed form solution for Eq. (8), so we again use stochastic gradient descent to solve the problem. The gradients are listed in Table 2 , and the algorithm details are given in Algorithm 2. After having the converged X , Y and Z , we can predict the missing values in tensor A.
Ranking-based personalized collaborative location and activity filtering
Recall that our job is to build some model which can predict a reasonable ranking on these missing entries in tensor A.
Both our previous algorithms, CLAF and PCLAF aim to find some model that can minimize the prediction errors (e.g. in terms of square loss) w.r.t. the existing ground truth ratings. After the model is learned, predictions on the missing values are used for ranking in order to output recommendation results. Considering that in recommendation we are essentially interested in ranking results, such a learning strategy may take an indirect route to solve the problem. In this section, we propose a new algorithm, which takes a direct way to solve the recommendation problem by using ranking loss as the objective function. In particular, our new algorithm, RPCLAF, tries to formulate the user's pairwise preferences to different location-activity pairs. By learning with such partial rankings, our model is able to directly deliver the ranking results on missing entries.
Compared with our previous two algorithms CLAF and PLCAF, our new RPCLAF algorithm has several advantages. First, the objective function is based on ranking loss which is more consistent with the final goal, so the model may generate better results. Second, compared with PLCAF which considers each rating independently, RPCLAF takes rating pairs as input and thus has more data for training. Given that RPCLAF has the same number of latent factor variables as PCLAF, using more data can help improve the performance. Third, using ranking-loss is potentially useful for handling the different rating scales among the tensor and the matrices, as it on focuses on the pairwise ranking rather than the absolute values [19] . Note that, there have been some studies using ranking loss for collaborative filtering [20, 21] , but few of them consider it in the collective tensor and matrix factorization scenario.
First, let us define the location-activity pairwise preference as
where I i denotes the existing entries for user i in tensor A. Then, in order to formulate the probability for these pairwise preferences, we follow the Bradley-Terry model [22, 19] by defining
where σ (x) = 
where the tensor rating is factorized in a PARAFAC manner as our PCLAF algorithm: A i, j,k d l=1 x il y jl z kl . Similar to our previous PCLAF algorithm, we also utilize the user-location matrix to model user preferences on locations. In particular, we define the pairwise preference as:
otherwise. 
where the matrix rating is factorized as E i, j x i · y j .
For the other auxiliary information such as user similarities, location features and activity correlations, we define the loss function as
and the regularization term is
where all the λ's are positive real numbers.
Finally, we aim to minimize the following objective function
We use stochastic gradient descent to solve this minimization problem, and calculate the gradients for each parameter as shown in Tables 3, 4 and 5. The algorithm details are given in Algorithm 3. In each iteration, the algorithm first randomly samples one user i and her two existing rating entries (i, j, k), (i, j , k ) entries in the tensor A by an operation bootstrap. 
Table 5
Gradients for Eqs. (11) and (12).
Then, based on the partial ranking on A ijk and A ij k , it considers different η i, j,k, j ,k 's to derive the gradients on tensor loss.
Given the sampled (i, j, j ), the algorithm considers different ζ i, j, j 's to derive the gradients on user-location preference loss. The gradients on auxiliary information and regularization terms are further calculated. Then, the algorithm updates the latent factor variables x i , y j and z k . It also updates all the latent factor variables v l 's. After having the converged X , Y and Z , we can predict the missing values in tensor A for ranking. Note that, compared with the previous PCLAF algorithm, our current RPCLAF can benefit from modeling more data (i.e. entry pairs rather than just each entry) without increasing the number of model parameters.
Experimental setup on real-world data
GPS users, devices and data
In our experiments, we got data from 119 users who carried GPS devices to record their outdoor trajectories from April 2007 to Oct. 2009 . Fig. 10(a) shows the GPS devices used to collect data, which are comprised of stand-alone GPS receivers and GPS phones. In general, the sampling rate for GPS devices was set as two seconds. The GPS logs were collected in China, as well as a few cities in the United States, South Korea, and Japan. As most parts of the logs were generated in Beijing, and for easier evaluation of our system, we extract the logs from Beijing for our experiments. After this data preprocessing, we obtain a dataset having around 13,000 GPS trajectories with a total of around 4,000,000 GPS points and a total trajectory 
Similarly, update
8: end for 9: until convergence end Fig. 10 . GPS devices and data distribution.
Table 6
Activities that we used in the experiments. length of around 139,000 kilometers. To make sure that we recommend useful locations and activities, we also remove some GPS points for work and home. The data distribution in Beijing is shown in Fig. 10(b) . To protect the users' privacy, we use these data anonymously.
Activities Descriptions
In this study, we first extract the stay regions with our grid-based clustering algorithm. These stay regions, or locations, have a limited size of 500 meters × 500 meters, and at least 12 stay point records. In order to correctly evaluate our models, we remove all the users/locations/activities without comments. After processing, we have 119 users, 68 locations and five activities. Specifically, the five activities are defined in Table 6 . We gather more user comments, and in this study, each user has 8.9 comments on average. As a user may have multiple activities in one location at a time, a comment can bring more than one ratings. After processing, on average, each user has 11.7 ratings (i.e. 11.7 entries with values) for her location-activity matrix. In our experiments, we (randomly) split some percentage of these known ratings for training and the other as the hold-out set for testing. We do not use any unknown entry in evaluation.
Evaluation methodology
We employ an objective evaluation methodology to evaluate our algorithms. Specifically, at each trial, we randomly split some percentage (e.g. 30%) of the existing tensor entries for training and hold out the other for testing. Then, we employ two metrics; one is RMSE (root mean square error) to measure the tensor/matrix reconstruction loss on a hold-out test data. For RMSE, the smaller, the better. The other metric is AUC (area under the ROC curve), to measure the ranking results based on the reconstructed tensor from training data. 6 Following the definition in [21] , we design the AUC score for location ranking (averaged by m users) as
where r i is the number of activities that user i has in test data. D i·k is the set of location test data pairs for user i on
Here, is a tolerance parameter to measure the ties. We tentatively set = 0.1 and later study its impact. Similarly, we have the AUC score for activity ranking (averaged by m users) as
.
For AUC, the larger, the better. Finally, we run the experiments five times to generate the mean values and standard deviations of the results.
System performances
We compare our three algorithms (CLAF, PCLAF and RPCLAF) with six competing baselines, including user-based CF (UCF), location-based CF (LCF), activity-based CF (ACF), unifying user-location-activity CF (ULACF), single CF (SCF) and POI count based ranking (POIC). In this experiment, we set the model parameters
We study the impact of these model parameters later.
Baseline algorithms. The first three baselines (i.e. UCF, LCF and ACF) are memory-based methods, adapted from [23] to consider CF on each tensor slice. In particular, for UCF, we consider CF on each user-location matrix for each activity independently. On each matrix, we follow [23] and use Pearson correlation as the user similarity weights. We find the top N similar users for some target user (with missing entries) and then compute their weighted average to predict the missing entry. Similarly, we have LCF and ACF by considering CF on each location-activity matrix for each user individually. In the experiments, we set N = 4 since we find that the prediction results do not vary significantly with N.
The fourth baseline, ULACF, is also a memory-based method, adapted from [9] to take both the tensor and the additional matrices into consideration. In particular, for each missing entry in the tensor, we extract a set of top N u similar users, top N l similar locations and top N a similar activities. Then, we use the ratings from these users on the corresponding locations and activities in a weighted manner to calculate the entry value:
where S u,i is the similarity for users i and u learned from the user-user matrix B; S l, j is the similarity for locations j and l learned from the location-feature matrix C and the user-location matrix E by equally combining the cosine similarities calculated from each; S a,k is the similarity for activities k and a learned from activity-activity matrix D; S u,l,a is the similarity between A i, j,k and A u,l,a for some (u, l, a) in the neighboring sets R i , R j , R k of user i, location j and activity k, respectively. It's designed as
In the experiments, we set N u = N l = N a = 4, as similar to the previous cases.
The fifth baseline, SCF, is a model-based model employed to compare with our algorithm CLAF [10] . Similarly, it also takes the location-activity matrix A as input for CF. The model aims to find the latent location factor x and latent activity factor y that minimize the loss in Eq. (6) .
The last baseline, POIC, is a baseline that uses the POI counts on each location to generate the ranking results for both location and activity recommendation. In particular, we count the number of POIs in each location for each activity category.
Then, we normalize the counts to [0, 1] and use them to give the rankings. Generally, if a location has more restaurant and bar POIs than the other types of POIs, then it is assumed to be more suitable for activity of "food and drink", regardless of what the mobile users really do there.
Results. The comparison results are shown in Table 7 . We report two settings of results here: using 30% of data for training and using 50% of data for training. As we can see in both settings, our algorithms generally outperform the baselines, showing the effectiveness of our models. Note that, as our PCLAF's objective function is based on square loss (and it well integrates the other auxiliary information), it has the lowest RMSE values among all the algorithms. As opposed to square loss, our RPCLAF's objective function is ranking-oriented, therefore its AUC performances on location and activity recommendations are shown to be the best through experiments. Our PCLAF and RPCLAF outperform CLAF, implying that personalization can be useful in recommendation. Besides, SCF can be seen as a special case of our CLAF algorithm, given that the auxiliary location and activity information is not used. Therefore, its performance is close to that of CLAF.
One interesting question to ask is whether we can simply make recommendation based on the POI counts, ignoring the user data. We see such an approach as a useful baseline, but we may not expect it to work as well as our algorithms due to several reasons. First, not using the user data makes us miss the chance of better understanding each single user's preferences for recommendation. For example, if we do not know a user likes going to do some gym after work, we may just recommend to her to enjoy some food rather than exercise around the area. Second, POI counts do not necessarily reflect the POI popularity. For example, we may see one place has only one or two restaurants, but they are both very nice, and thus attract a lot of customers to go there. If we do not consider the user data, we may not be able to discover such popularity information and use it for recommendation. Therefore, as we can see from Table 7 , POIC baseline is quite competitive but still worse than our models.
It is worth noting that in Table 7 , the best RMSE value we achieved is 0.29 (using PCLAF with 50% of ratings as training data). As the rating data used in the experiments are normalized to be in the range of [0, 1], such an RMSE value is not very good in fact. This shows that, the mobile recommendation problem is essentially a challenging problem: (i) the training data are usually limited (e.g. 50% of ratings only take up 1.7% of the tensor entries); (ii) the exact user rating pattern (i.e. how many times exactly a user performed some activity at some location) is not easy to predict. Because of these reasons, we develop the RPCLAF algorithm, which turns the exact rating prediction into preference prediction. In this way, our expected output is more consistent with the ranking nature of recommendation problem; and also, we can better utilize the limited amount of data by considering the additional pairwise preference.
Impact of user numbers
To evaluate the impact of the user number, we vary the number of users in building recommendation systems. Specifically, in this experiment, we randomly pick a fixed set of 60 users as testing users, and then change the number of training user from 60 to 119. We run the experiments five times, and report the results in terms of RMSE (see Table 8 ) and AUC (see Table 9 ). In general, as the number of user increases, the performances in terms of RMSE and AUC (both AUC loc and AUC act ) increase. Besides, we also notice that, the performance improvement tends to diminish as training user numbers increases, implying that the performances for the specific set of test data tend to saturate. 
Impact of model parameters
We also study the impact of the model parameters in our three algorithms, including λ i (i = 1, . . . , 5) in PCLAF and RPCLAF, and β j ( j = 1, 2, 3) in CLAF. In general, λ 1 controls the contribution of the user similarity input; λ 2 and β 1 controls the contribution of location features; λ 3 and β 2 control the contribution of activity correlations; λ 4 controls the contribution of user-location preferences; λ 5 and β 3 control the regularization. For each parameter, we vary its value from 0.01 to 10, and fix the other parameters (e.g. with value of 0.1). Then, we run the experiments five times, and report the average RMSE and AUC scores in Fig. 12 . As shown in the figure, in general, the parameter values falling into [0.1, 1] tend to give better performances, showing that reasonable weights are preferred on the these additional inputs for optimization. Besides, for activity correlations in Figs. 12(e) and 12(f), higher values for parameter λ 3 (and β 2 ) tend to give better results. This is possibly because, as opposed to other inputs, activity correlations have limited size (since the number of activities is much smaller than the number of users and the number of locations). Therefore, in order to encode this correlation constraint, we may need a higher weight in the objective function.
Similarly, in Fig. 11 , we vary the latent factor dimension d from 2 to 4 (as the minimal dimension in the tensor is 5, i.e. the number of activities), and report the averaged RMSE and AUC scores. In general, under different model parameters, RPCLAF is better than PCLAF and CLAF in terms of AUC scores; in contrast, PCLAF is better than CLAF and RPCLAF in terms of RMSE.
For RPCLAF, we also have a model parameter θ that controls the probability of rating ties in the logistic sigmoid function σ (x) = 1 1+θ e −x . We study its impact to the performance of RPCLAF, and report the results in Table 10 . From the table, we see that a bigger θ tends to pose a stronger constraint on modeling the rating ties, and too strong constraint may lead to performance drop. 
Impact of AUC parameter
In our AUC score, we have a tolerance parameter to measure the prediction ties, so that two predictions having a difference less than are seen to be a tied order in ranking. We study its impact in evaluating all the algorithms. As shown in Table 11 , as increases, the AUC scores tend to be higher. That is because, with higher tolerance, the accuracy of predicting the tied order becomes higher. Besides, it is also shown that our algorithms, especially RPCLAF, can consistently outperform the baselines.
Comparison with a trivial recommender
We also compare our three algorithms with a trivial recommender, which always uses the average non-zero rating values of training data as the prediction. This baseline is interesting w.r.t. our data characteristics. Our data have many non-zero rating values as "1", with the global mean rating value of 1.43 and standard deviation of 0.70 (before rating values are normalized to [0, 1] ). Such a data property may benefit the trivial recommender. In the experiments, we set λ 1 = λ 2 = λ 4 = λ 5 = 0.1, λ 3 = 1, β 1 = β 3 = 0.1, β 2 = 1, k = 4, θ = e 1 , = 0.2. As shown in Table 12 , in most of the time, our proposed algorithms can outperform the trivial recommender in terms of AUC scores. Our algorithms work better than the trivial recommender especially in location recommendation. This is because the rating variance is generally bigger, given that the location number is bigger than the activity number. The trivial recommender seems to work well in terms of RMSE, by benefiting from the relatively small standard deviation in the rating values. But the best RMSE results our algorithms can achieve are comparable. Finally, we note that though the trivial recommender seems to work well by benefiting from our dataset's property (i.e. with many ratings of "1"), we expect our algorithm to generalize well to other datasets that are not necessarily biased to some rating values.
Discussion
It is worth noting that, like most of the existing collaborative filtering work [10, 9, 17, 21] , our proposed algorithms do not make any specific assumption on how the missing data are generated. It is generally believed in the collaborative filtering literatures that the values are missing at random. In other words, a rating that is missing does not depend on the value of that rating, or the value of any other missing ratings. However, some recent research such as [24] points out that values are not necessarily missing at random. Consider our problem: suppose that a user's preference of doing some activity a at a location l is low, then we are unlikely to have collected data on this pattern. As a result, the missing data in our sample are biased towards "low-rated" user-location-activity entries. This may possibly skew the hold-out evaluation. Marlin and Zemel proposed to formulate the missing data generation with a probabilistic mixture model to address this problem [24] . In the future, we are interested in extending our algorithms along this line.
Another interesting problem, yet to be studied more in the future, is that our way to generate the ratings is different from traditional rating system. Recall that we define a user-location-activity rating as the mention count value in Eq. (3). Because the users may have omitted some instances of a particular activity at a particular location from their comments,
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied how to use real-world GPS data to retrieve relevant mobile information for answering two typical questions. The first question is, if we want to do something, where shall we go? This question corresponds to location recommendation. The second question is, if we visit some place, what can we do there? This question corresponds to activity recommendation. We show that these two questions are inherently related, as they can be seen as a collaborative filtering problem in a user-location-activity rating tensor. We propose three algorithms to solve this problem. The first one, CLAF, is a matrix-based CF model which aims to minimize the square loss of missing entry value predictions in the locationactivity matrix (without modeling user) [3] . The second one, PCLAF, is a tensor-based CF model which aims to minimize the square loss of missing entry value predictions in the user-location-activity tensor [4] . Compared with CLAF, PLCAF takes user into account for optimization and thus is able to provide personalized recommendation. The third one, RPCLAF, is a tensor-based CF model which aims to minimize the ranking loss on missing entries in the user-location-activity tensor. Compared with CLAF and PCLAF, this newly proposed RPCLAF model considers recommendation as a ranking problem and thus focused on directly optimizing the ranking performance.
Because the user-location-activity tensor is very sparse in practice, we also propose to exploit other information, including user-user similarities, location features, activity-activity correlations and user-location visiting preferences from various information sources, to enhance the performance. We extensively evaluated our system on a real-world GPS dataset. We show that, our three algorithms can consistently outperform six competing baselines. Particularly, on average, 7 our newly proposed RPCLAF algorithm can achieve at least 7% improvement on location recommendation (in terms of AUC score) and 10% improvement on activity recommendation, compared with the best performances of all these six baselines. Besides, on average, our RPCLAF algorithm also achieves at least 6% improvements on location recommendations and 6% improvements on activity recommendations, compared with the best performances of our two previous algorithms CLAF and PCLAF.
In the future, we will consider more external information, such as incorporating the time or sequence information of the trajectories to provide more constraints in the recommendations. Besides, we are also interested in studying how to update our models in an online fashion as more users accumulate data continuously. Meanwhile, we are also interested in integrating our models with cloud computing platforms so as to handle the large number of users.
